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Let us Care About your Memories
MRStudio TV and Visual Illusion Portraits delivers studio quality, professional portraiture and
other kind of shoot taken in a setting that makes each child feel comfortable and safe.
We capture once memories and offer a wide range of portrait products and options at affordable
prices. Awards Photographers like Ivette Martinez and Waldo Arias
working on the creative enviroment.

MEDIA KIT

2014-2015

SET-UP the STUDIO
Our portable studio kits come with
modelling lights and it’s vital that
you keep these on so you can see how
the light is falling on your subject.
the professional lights can help you concentrate on shape, tones
and shadows falling on the face and pre-visualise the end result.

Need for set-up our photo-studio 12 foot to depth and 8 by
width minimum for shoot. we have different backgrounds for
the shooting like White, Black, muslin or we change the back
replace with any image like school wallpaper or family paint
with our designers and photo-editors.

Items Used:
• Lights Stands
• Umbrella with Adapter (2)
• Light Box
• Professional Flashs (sync)
• 2 Cameras Canon 1D & 5D (backup 2 NIKON D750)
• Stands and Backgrounds Units
• Laptop with Lightroom for previews
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How It Works

We photograph all children based on parent preferences. All children will receive a portrait package,
and parents can preview portraits in the comfort of their own home. Parents return portrait payments
along with any portraits they don’t want to your center.

Before Picture Day
Our dedicated customer service team will call you to discuss picture day details.
• 4 weeks before Picture Day: Picture Day Materials arrive at your center
• Immediately hang posters promoting Picture Day
• 1 week before Picture Day: Send parent notices home
• 1 day before Picture Day: Apply stickers to children’s clothing
On Picture Day
Our experienced photographers will work with you to ensure a successful Picture Day.
• Please review any special situations or needs with your photographer
• Provide the photographer with returned parent notices
• Supply class list to fill out camera cards
After Picture Day
Portrait Distribution Instructions will arrive with finished portraits within 3 weeks.
• Hang posters, have parents sign out portrait packages to preview
• Use the Portrait Sales Report to track returned portraits and payments
• 2 weeks after portraits arrive: Distribute Final Reminder notices
• 21 days after portraits arrive: Return payments and unpurchased portraits to us.
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School

Packages Prices

Deluxe Pack $190.00
Photo-shoot 2 outfits
Make-up (restriction apply)
8.5” x 11” Group photo school
11”x17” poster
with Personal Data and 13x18cm Portrait

5”x7” Portrait
4”x6”
6 x Mini ID
3 Qty 6x8.5 cm
2 Qty 5x3.5 cm
Free Release DVD for print
Gold Pack $85.00
Photo-shoot 2 outfits
8.5” x 11” Group photo school
11”x17” poster
with Personal Data and 13x18cm Portrait

4”x6”
Free Release DVD for print
Gold Pack $50.00
Photo-shoot 1 outfits
8.5” x 11” Group photo school
11”x17” poster
with Personal Data and 13x18cm Portrait

4”x6”
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Post-Productions

We support the 2 most popular workflow platforms:
Lightroom and Aperture. Yep, you can sleep peacefully now!
COLOR CORRECTION
After the shoot, what’s next? It’s time to make ‘em look good! The best part: our color correction is
totally custom. You’ll never be forced to choose between 3 or 4 styles, or be limited to 1 or 2 deviations
away from our “standard” look. Of course, we’d never think to charge you extra for customization, either.
Whether you’ve spent months developing and tweaking your own style, or are looking for a change but
have no idea how to do it, we’re here to help!
CULLING
If you’re like most photographers, you take a lot of photos at every work or portrait shoot. There are
some wonderful photos in there, but sometimes it can be a pain to search them out and get rid of the
duplicate images. We can help. Let us pare down the images to a reasonable number, within a range that
you request.
PHOTOSHOP
Sometimes it’s impossible to “get it right” in camera. Luckily, there are plenty of tools to make even the
most incredible fixes possible. Unfortunately, they can often take time and high levels of experience.
Whether it’s removing distracting elements, beauty retouching, or swapping heads so everyone is
looking at the camera, we can help with your advanced editing.
ALBUM DESIGN
Digital photos are great, but an image’s true beauty is revealed when it is printed. There’s hardly anything
more wonderful than seeing your images artfully printed and displayed. We’re happy to be able to offer
both album design and printing to expedite this process. Also our online galleries have a great layout
and easy for sharing.
We have the latest technology available. click here
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Video Productions
A Webmercial is simply a promotional video that you
put on your website. It can vary in length anywhere
from 30-seconds up to 5 minutes. A Webmercial can
show your product in action, take a tour of your facility,
introduce the owner or key employees or educate the
consumer as to why they need your product or service.
Each Webmercial package is customized to meet your
needs and your budget!

Video Marketing is a way of promoting your product or service through the use of VIDEO. We help you
incorporate this video into your Online Marketing mix, through the use of customized video sharing and
YouTube. We will help you develop Key/Tag words, work with your social media presence and customize
your video player to match your website. Our Online Marketing services can help bring more potential
clients to your website, keep them on your site longer and improve their experience with your company.
Whether you have your Social Media sites up & running or are waiting for them to be perfected, we can
help you go further with your social media through the use of Video. We can help you set up your accounts,
upload your videos and use them strategically to generate a buzz about your company. They used to say
someone needs to hear your name 7 times before they use your services, but now, with social media, it has
jumped to over 30 times! You need to be out there now, and we can help you.
Promotional Videos are our signature pieces. These videos tend to run longer than a Webmercial and provide a complete overview of a company, person, product or service. Promotional Videos are typically 5-15
minutes in length and can include: facility tour, product demonstration, owner or key employee interviews,
client testimonials, product or service in action, photos of past jobs, graphics & much more. Typically a Promotional Video is accompanied by a complete script and professional Voice-over. A Promotional Video can
be used online, on DVD, at a trade show, on sales calls or via an in-house system. Promotional video packages are customized to meet the needs and budget of the client.
Corporate Videography covers a wide range of specialties. Whether you are looking for a basic Webmercial
or a full-service Promotional Video, we can help! Our Corporate Videography services can go much further
as well. Do you have an annual event that needs coverage? Is there someone retiring that you’d like to spotlight in a light-hearted video to show at their upcoming farewell party? Do you often generate large bids,
and feel a bid-specific video could help you close the deal? There are many opportunities for corporations
such as yours to utilize our services. Don’t go through the expense of creating an in-house department. Let
us take the stress out of it and cover your needs from top to bottom.
A Webcast is a Live Event streamed online that can be viewed by anyone, anywhere with an internet connection. It can be educational, informative, humorous, etc. A Webcast can be viewed live and archived for
later viewing. It can be free, password protected or pay-per-view. A Webcast is ideal for sales or product
demonstrations and is an excellent marketing opportunity!
Do you already have all the equipment but don’t know where to start? Our webcasting consultation services
can point you in the right direction.
We have the latest technology available. click here
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Contact Us

MRStudio TV inc.

Miami Beach
Office:(786) 401-9820
Sales: (305) 815-4594
Studio:(786) 431-8125
Email: info@mrstudio.tv
www.miamireadystudio.com
www.mrstudio.tv
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